Corporate Profile

Introducing DMA
Divest Merge Acquire (DMA) commenced operation in 1999, providing transaction advisory
services for business divestments, mergers and acquisitions for the Australian mid-market.
Pre-sale review

DMA Transaction

Post Merger Integration

DMA’s focus is to be World Best at M&A transaction advisory, specifically dealmaking.
We already rank among the world’s best in
M&A mid-market transactions and our focus is
specifically on the Australian market.

$3M-100M
Enterprise Value sweet spot
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Focus on Specific Services for Maximum Value-Add
Divestments
Client Project Marketing delivers a strong contingent of strategic
buyers while maintaining client confidentiality.
Our process delivers large numbers of targeted buyers quickly and
efficiently.

Acquisitions
Regularly engaged by local and international companies wanting
to acquire target businesses in specific industries.

Capital Raise
Key investor groups subscribe to DMA deal opportunity updates.
DMA’s reach is extensive for strategic industry-focused
investments.
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Key Differentiators
Extensive and Diverse Referral Base
•

Strong reputation delivers a constant stream of well-qualified referrals

•

98% of clients from referrals

Unrivalled M&A Database for Industry-leading Direct Targeted Marketing
•

Client Project Marketing delivers a strong contingent of strategic buyers while
maintaining client confidentiality. The process delivers large numbers of targeted
buyers quickly and efficiently

Strong team of experienced advisors, backed by analysts and an experienced
M&A support team

Comprehensive systems and procedures for a highly effective delivery model
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Performance Outcomes
50+ strategic buyers for each
business on average, delivering strong
competition on each sale process for
positive pressure when negotiating price
and other terms.

Complex transactions:
• Asset or share transaction structures
•

Outright or partial sale or purchase

•

Equity stakes, equity retentions

•

Earnouts, performance bonuses

•

Put and call options

Buyer profiles:

90%

trade buyers – listed and
private companies

10%

private equity

25% Cross-border transactions
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Performance Outcomes
Refinitiv’s M&A League Tables – DMA’s Ranking

3rd in Australia for small-cap

5th in Australia for mid-market
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Database Across All Key Sectors
Capability to Out-Perform Industry Specialists in Most Sectors
DMA’s M&A database includes:
• All Australian organisations in target
market
• Corporate investors
• Key referrers include:
- All Tier 1 Accounting Firms
- Key Tier 2 Accounting Firms

- Hundreds of Tier 3 Accountants
- Many boutique M&A Advisory Firms

275,000 contacts in database
categorised by industry and buyer
preferences

500,000 populated data fields
for fine tune targeting

- Legal Practices
- Wealth Managers
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Systems & Processes
High Leverage Model for Optimal Efficiency
•
•
•
•

Client-centric team dedicated to deliver best possible outcomes
Well equipped to make the process as smooth and productive as possible
The strategies developed for marketing are targeted, innovative and flexible
Systems and processes for a more efficient delivery model than traditional M&A advisory firms

850 templates, Autotexts and procedures for
quick and efficient tasks to a consistently high
standard

445+ process steps for every project

Latest Technology
•
•

Cloud-based operations
Highly developed CRM platform

Realtime client access to status reports for
informed decision making
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Organised for High Efficiency
Advisors

Production Team

Key Advisor roles:
• Qualify new clients
• Review financials and IM
• Target profiling
• Investor meetings and questions
• Deal negotiation
• Stakeholder management
• Due Diligence
• SPA – commercial negotiation

DMA Analysts for financial normalisations, offer
analyses, data room management etc.

Research and preparation of Information
Memorandum.

Client Project Management Team
Client Project Management team for targeting,
qualifying and communicating with targets and clients.

Marketing
New client acquisition, LinkedIn, DMA website, postcompletion marketing, targeting and interacting with
key referral networks.
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Team - Advisors
DMA Advisors

22 M&A advisors bring a wealth
of experience in corporate advisory,
business management and
commercial sales to transactions

Tony Brown

Blake Davis

Michael Yared

Mark Aponas

DMA Member Firm Advisors

Gloria Ammerlaan

Chris Mitchell

Brad Dean

Tim McCauley

Divest Merge Acquire
– Synergy, Burnie Tas

businessDEPOT
Brisbane Qld

David Leddy

Terry Edwards

Divest Merge Acquire –
Connect, Melbourne Vic

Divest Merge Acquire –
Alliance, Sydney NSW

DLA M&A
Brisbane Qld

DLA M&A
Brisbane Qld

Duncan Bell

Mena Mikhail

Amir Amin

Divest Merge Acquire –
Solutions, Darwin NT

Divest Merge Acquire
– HEVEN, Melb VIC

Divest Merge Acquire –
HEVEN , Sydney NSW

Paul Dignan
Divest Merge Acquire
– 4DX, Adelaide SA

Kevin Lovewell
Divest Merge Acquire –
Negotia, Brisbane Qld

Sean Wolrige

Alan Kanuk

Divest Merge Acquire
– Aspire, Sydney NSW

Divest Merge Acquire –
Aspire, Sydney NSW

Graham Long

Paul Viney

Divest Merge Acquire –
Negotia, Brisbane Qld

Divest Merge Acquire
– Braddon Capital,
Leith Tas

Ziggy Frankenfeld
Divest Merge Acquire –
Bentleigh Advisory,
Melbourne Vic

Roy Levy
Divest Merge Acquire –
Zenith, Sydney NSW

Fiona Hindmarsh
Divest Merge Acquire –
Quare, Melbourne Vic
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Team - Analysts and Client Project Managers
12 Client Project Managers

70% of typical Advisor workload is

providing marketing, financial
and admin support

performed by Client Project Managers, freeing
Advisors to do high-level work and oversee
projects

Jeremy Conway

Kate Richardson

Brianna Martin

Carolyn Brown

Brittany Stewart

Nina Balko

Fran Costigan Horner

Alicia Brown

Kerri Barnsley

Tracey Smith

Jeda Harvey

Janet Brown
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Locations
National Coverage with Representation in all Key Cities
There are currently 18 Member Firms and offices throughout Australia and growing
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Global Alliances
Close Relationships with M&A Networks Throughout the World
These allow DMA to confidently present opportunities to
the global stage.

111 offices worldwide

Working together on cross-border merger & acquisition
opportunities.

39 countries
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Sector Experience – Completed Transactions
Business Services

Industrials

Education

19

44

8

Consumer Goods & Retail

Technology, Media & Telecom

Financial Services

28

20

4

Energy, Environment
& Natural Resources

Real Estate & Construction

Tourism Leisure &
Hospitality

2

37

14

Food & Beverage & Agri

Transport & Logistics

Wholesale & Distribution

25

23

10

Healthcare & Life Sciences

1
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Client References
“I wish to pass on my heartfelt and sincere thank you for an outstanding job in everything you have done in selling my
businesses.
We started our discussion with you back in February 2019 so it’s been a bit of a marathon but at no stage have you or
your team dropped the ball.
There are many facets of your overall service which I would like to mention, far more than just trying to find a buyer and
making a sale. You have always been very open and authentic in any discussions and dealings with all parties. Your
availability to travel to meetings, respond to phone calls, provide information is unquestionable.
Clearly this is something that most people, myself included would only do once in their lifetime. You have always been
there to hold our hand and walk us through the various stages of the transaction. You have given us confidence
throughout this transaction.
The way you and your team have managed the data room and information has been fantastic and certainly generates a
high level of confidence to the prospective buyer.

This process does bring up some emotional challenges from time to time but you have always been there for us passing
on sound ideas and wisdom which has gone a huge way to keeping us and the transaction on track.
I will be forever grateful for your support and achieving the ultimate outcome, but you provide far more than just a sale.
Once again a huge thank you to you and your team, everyone has done an outstanding job and I would have no
hesitation in recommending you to any other buyer or seller.”
Gavin McKay, Gordon McKay Electrical & Frontline Electrical
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Client References
“The entire DMA team were
professional, efficient, patient and
outstanding communicators in our
complex sale transaction. If we
could rate them higher than 10/10,
we would!”
Lyndall & Jon Healey, Pyengana
Dairy Trading

“As a business owner operator, if
you believe that you fully
understand the process of selling
your business, you are in for a
surprise. You do need the guidance
and experience of someone like
DMA.”
Codrin Mitin, Bylaser Australia

Divest Merge Acquire was recommended to us by our legal service
providers. After an initial meeting, we received a comprehensive
proposal that was easy to understand and which outlined the
process with clear payment milestones. DMA was engaged and the
process initially involved drafting of the Investment Memorandum,
which included financial modelling, and this reflected their rapid
understanding of our requirements for a specific exit strategy.
DMA facilitated the whole process, maintained excellent
communication with us, and removed most of the arduous tasks
and documentation associated with the due diligence process,
together with all negotiations. This allowed us to continue to focus
on the running of the business. In particular, we were so impressed
with their handling of interested parties and in qualifying them so
there was no time wasted.
Their expertise & professionalism was first class, particularly as we
had never been through a merger or acquisition and their support
removed a lot of stress.
The DMA team provides a personal service that extends well
beyond the sale and they went above and beyond our
expectations…..we have achieved the outcome we wanted and
have retired after 30 years in the IT industry. An excellent outcome.
Johan Engelbrecht, ITG Holdings Group
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Client References
“DMA were introduced to us by our accountant and it was plain
to us from the outset that DMA was a different organisation.
The accounting skills and expertise that went into the
preparation of the IM were impressive, in fact when we read it
we almost wanted to buy the business ourselves! The sales
process dragged on for eighteen months and strangely enough
one of the first interested parties ended up buying Knights.

“I was extremely happy with the
professionalism and assistance I
received from all of the DMA staff, they
helped me achieve the outcomes I
desired. I would highly recommend
them to anyone that wants to sell their
business.”

We went through share sales, asset sales and several pretty
onerous DDs, DMA were always there for us.

Julie Jardine, Thermal Electric Elements

From time to time we would lash out and break the protocols
and were quickly brought back into line, clearly there are a set
of protocols which you know backwards and all the tricks that
buyers get up to, to try to subvert the process.
We shared many jokes together and became friends, however
the real point of this letter is to thank DMA for a highly
professional job, sometimes in difficult circumstances but
always without fear or favour in our interests.
Service is a rare commodity today and DMA provide an excellent
service that we would recommend to anyone who wants to sell
a reasonable sized business. Thanks for your help!”

“Super responsive and will go the extra
mile to get the deal done while also
ensuring all parties involved are happy
with the outcome. Highly
knowledgeable and skilled negotiators
but will always give you straight honest
answers. Access to a superb team of
professionals including tax advisers and
lawyers which can make all the
difference to a successful deal. Highly
recommended!”
Steve Singler, Australian Vaporizers

Toby Crockett, Knights Laundry
View more Testimonials here: https://divestmergeacquire.com/what-others-say-about-us/
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Transaction Showcase
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Transaction Showcase
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Transaction Showcase

View more details here:
https://divestmergeacquire.com/our
-results/
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1800 700 111
ask@divestma.com
www.divestmergeacquire.com

